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In this paper, FSO systems have been simulated using VPI simulator. We first
present the simulation environment with the description of VPI components
and VPI models for FSO systems considering the effect of the phase noise and
intermodulation distortion. As a simulation result, we investigate the
performance evaluation according to various parameters.
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1. Introduction

intermodulation distortion under atmospheric
turbulence channels. First, the transmitted signal
undergoes the effect of phase noise according to the
linewidth of a laser diode in transmitter. Phase noise
is the frequency domain representation of rapid,
short-term, random fluctuations in the phase of a
waveform, caused by time domain instabilities
(jitter). Generally speaking radio frequency
engineers speak of phase noise of an oscillator,
whereas digital system engineers work with the
jitter of a clock. Second, IMD is the unwanted
amplitude modulation of signals containing two or
more different frequencies, each component
modulating other components, in a system with
nonlinearities. This will form additional signals at
frequencies that are not, in general, at harmonic
frequencies (integer multiples) of either, but instead
often at sum and difference frequencies of the
original frequencies. IMD is caused by non-linear
behavior of the signal processing being used. The
theoretical outcome of these non-linearities can be
calculated by conducting a Volterra series of the
characteristic, while the usual approximation of
those non-linearities is obtained by conducting a
Taylor series.
In order to simulate the FSO systems, we use the
block diagram shown in Fig. 1. As we can see in the
figure, the overall system is partitioned into three
parts. The first is the data generation and signal
modulation part where the source data is modulated
corresponding to the optical modulation methods.
The second is the atmospheric turbulence channel
part which generates the channel noise of the fading
channels with the scintillation effect. The third is the
signal demodulation and detection part where the
received signals are demodulated and the
transmitted signals are recovered by a photo
detector.

The invention of optical fibers, enabling the
development of low loss and huge bandwidth
communications, has opened a high speed
multimedia communication era. As a result, a variety
of optical networks have been introduced, which are
categorized according to topologies, applications and
even communication techniques. In particular, the
FSO systems are well-known for covering access
network by connecting metropolitan and backbone
networks, managing metro-gaps, continuing various
services from the backbone network (Zhu et al.,
2015; Lee and Hwang, 2015). This network is
especially advantageous of reducing the cost, simple
structure, high security and no need to dig for
installation of FSO systems.
In (Lim et al., 2012, 2009), we investigated the
analytical performance of the FSO systems. As
aforementioned, the analysis can be used to evaluate
the exact performance or provide a closed form for
the error rate under given channel conditions. It is
not always possible, however, to get a closed form
equation from the analysis especially for the
turbulence channels. In an alternative, we can rely
on the simulation of a specific system to conform the
analytical results, understand the characteristics of
the channel or evaluate the system performance. We
present the simulation methods and results of FSO
systems under turbulence channels considering the
effect of phase noise and intermodulation distortion
(IMD) using VPI transmission Maker (The VPI
transmission Maker function site).
The
transmitted
signal
undergoes
the
degradation factors such as phase noise and
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Fig. 1: Concceptual block diagram
d
of the FSO system foor
sim
mulations under turbulence channels

In the mo
odulation parrt, the signal is modulated
d by
a Mach-Zeh
hnder modulator. The data streaam,
modulating the continu
uous wave laser
l
source,, is
using an NRZ shaped pulse train (mod
dule
generated u
NRZCoder) with a useer-defined risse time of the
pulses (mod
dule RiseTimeeAdjust). The
e modulated aand
filtered sign
nals are tran
nsmitted thro
ough turbulen
nce
fading channels. The recceived signalls are equalizzed
ortions cause
ed by the fad
ding
to compensate the disto
R is
attenuation,, and then demodulated. The BER
calculated b
by the exact moment
m
gene
eration functtion
of the receivved bits. Thee more detailed explanatioons
about the in
ndividual parrts are given in the follow
wing
sections.

Fig. 2: VPI model ffor FSO system
ms.

ering the effect of Phaase
2. Simulatiion conside
Noise
n to provide aand
We descrribe the systeem operation
confirm thee basic systeem model. Th
he basic bloocks
such as the transmitter part, the ch
hannel part, the
d in the sim
mulations un der
receiver paart are used
fading chann
nels. Furtherr, the operatio
on of the bloocks
is also retaained. Thereefore, we ca
an conduct the
proper operration of thee basic block
ks by observving
the BER perrformance acccording to the average SSNR
under turbu
ulence channeels. With thiss object in miind,
in this sectiion, we exprress the simu
ulation methoods
and the ressults of the FSO
F
system considering the
effect of thee phase noisee from the lasser diode un der
turbulence cchannels.
Fig. 2 sh
hows the overall simulatio
on model of the
FSO system under turbu
ulence channe
els by using V
VPI
optical systtem simulattor. In the simulation, we
assume the perfect estim
mation of th
he received SSNR
because thee simulation is mainly inttended to verrify
the effect off the phase noise.
n
As show
wn in Fig. 2, the
system is co
onsisted of three
t
parts: the transmittter
part, the turrbulence chan
nnel part, the
e receiver parrt.
The tran
nsmitter part is composed of the laaser
diode, the bit generator, the line code
er, the filter aand
ulator as show
wn in Fig. 3. T
The
the Mach-Zeehnder modu
laser diode models a laser producin
ng a continuoous
h a side moode,
wave (CW) optical signaal. The laser has
oise, wavelen
ngth drift wiith temperatture
intensity no
and linewidtth.
The mod
dule producess a time depe
endent field
describing tthe radiation
n of a CW laser with the
specified power, freequency, linewidth aand
n. We use a pseudo random
r
bin
nary
polarization
sequence (P
PRBS) for daata generatio
on. The PRBSS is
usually req
quired when modeling the
t
informattion
source in simulations of digital communicattion

Fig. 3: Transm
mitter part of V
VPI model for FSO
F systems

Fig.
F 4: A sequen
nce of bits coontains precceding and
succeeding zero bits

The NRZ coder module aalso generate
es a sampled,,
NR
RZ (Non return to zero) ccoded signal defined by a
traain of bits att its input. A NRZ pulse has a singlee
vallue over the entire bit lenngth, i.e., the “1” is coded
d
by a high level with non-zeero amplitude
e and the “0””
mplitude. Th
he Rise Timee
by a low level with zero am
odule is a Gaussian
G
filtter that tran
nsforms, forr
mo
exaample, recta
angular electtrical input pulses into
o
sm
moother outp
put pulses w
with a user-d
defined rise-tim
me. Its effect is
i to band-lim
mit the modu
ulated opticall
sig
gnal, which iss required to avoid numerrical artifactss
wh
hen resampliing to higherr sample rattes. In Mach-Zehnder modullator, changinng the electric field on thee
hase modulatiing path deteermines whe
ether the two
o
ph
beams interferre constructiively or destructively att
a
orr
thee output, and thereby ccontrol the amplitude
inttensity of th
he exiting llight. In the
e turbulencee
chaannel part, we
w can controol the propag
gation length,,
thee scintillation
n strength, w
wavelength, launch
l
waistt
and the receive
er aperture diiameter.
The receive
er part outpputs both the
t
detected
d
eleectrical signal waveform aand the evalu
uated system
m
performance metrics.
m
It reepresents a full
f
standard
d
el for intennsity modulated directt
recceiver mode
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noise under the
e strong scinttillation envirronment. Wee
t
the sim
mulation resu
ults are welll
alsso confirm that
maatch in the relative high avverage SNR range.

detection systems, in
ncluding alll componeents
required forr signal detecction and estiimation of errror
probability. The structurre of receiver part consistss of
a polarizatiion filter, PIIN photodetector, arbitrrary
postdetectio
on low-pass filter and clo
ock recoveryy as
shown in Figg. 5.
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Fig. 5:: Internal struccture of the recceiver part

Fiig. 6: The perfo
ormance compparison betwee
en simulation
results usin
ng VPI and num
merical analysiis results

R, Q-factor aand
It also ssupports to estimate BER
effective Q-ffactor, in an
n intensity modulated
m
dirrect
detection op
ptical transm
mission syste
em. The mod
dule
estimates th
he increase in received optical pow
wer
(ROP) that is required to
o achieve the prescribed B
BER.
s
app
proaches can
n be
Either deterrministic or stochastic
selected for BER estimattion. When th
he determinisstic
B
is found from the exxact
approach iss used, the BER
moment generation fun
nction of the
e received b
bits,
m the statisticcal propertiess of
which is calculated from
the optical, thermal and shot noises. The calculattion
i
of an
algorithm ttakes into acccount the influence
arbitrary sspectral shaape of the optical nooise,
resulting frrom an exteernal optica
al filtering aand
arbitrary sttates of polaarization of the signal aand
noise due tto PMD and PDL. When
n the stochasstic
approach is used, it is asssumed that an
a optical siggnal
h optical no
oise has 2 statistics affter
mixed with
detection. F
Four-wave mixing
m
(FWM
M) noise, poostdetection th
hermal noise,, shot noise of PIN detecctor
and intersym
mbol interferrence (ISI) ca
an also be takken
into accoun
nt. Gaussian
n approxima
ation of siggnal
statistics can
n be used forr both the de
eterministic aand
stochastic aapproaches. In Fig. 6, we
w present the
example forr the shapee of bit sequ
uences in eaach
component (bit generato
or, MZM and photodetecttor)
3
as shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
he compariso
on between the
Fig. 6 reepresents th
numerical rresults and the VPI sim
mulation resu
ults.
When the scintillation
n strength is weak, the
ost coincide the numer ical
simulation results almo
results, but when the sciintillation strrength is stroong,
s
differr the numer ical
the simulatiion results slightly
result. For eexample, at a given SNR off 40 dB in a laaser
he result of th
he simulation
n is
linewidth off 624 MHz, th
almost 1.4 ttimes biggerr than that of the numer ical
analysis und
der the stron
ng scintillatio
on environmeent,
but the resu
ult of the sim
mulation is alm
most 1.17 tim
mes
bigger than that of the numerical
n
ana
alysis under the
onment. Thiss is because the
weak scintilllation enviro
effect of thee scintillation
n is bigger tha
an that of ph
hase

3. Simulation consideering
Inttermodulation Distortioon

the

effect

off

We presentt the computter simulatio
on using VPII
optical system
m simulator in order to
o verity thee
umerical results about thee performancce evaluation
n
nu
con
nsidering the
e effect of inttermodulatio
on distortion..
Fig
g. 7 shows FS
SO system m
model includin
ng two inputt
RF
F sinusoidal signals
s
and thhe SNDR calcculation part..
Oth
her compone
ents are the same with the
t previouss
secction. In this model, wee simulate the
t
received
d
sig
gnal power, IM3 power and SNDR according
a
to
o
chaanging the in
nput RF signnal power un
nder the log-normal turbulence channel.

Fig. 7: VPI mode
el for FSO systeems to investig
gate the effect
off intermodulatiion distortion

ng the photoodetector in receiver, wee
After passin
can
n confirm th
he intermoduulation disto
ortion termss
inccluding IM3 as
a shown in FFig. 8 using RF
R Spectrum..
In the SNDR ca
alculation parrt as shown in Fig. 9, wee
wer and thee
firsst calculate the receivedd signal pow
thiird order inte
ermodulationn distortion (IM3)
(
power,,
and then we ob
btain the SN
NDR using the
e two powerr
t
received
d
vallues. For callculation thee power of the
sig
gnal and IM3
3, we first usse the bandp
pass filter to
o
exttract the rece
eived signal and IM3 term
ms, and then
n
wee measure the
t
power using the PowerMeter..
Furthermore, we
w present tw
wo examples.
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me value of the
t input RF ssignal powerr as shown in
n
som
Fig
gs 11. This iss because thee IM3 powerr increase by
y
thee cube of inp
put RF signall power, but the received
d
sig
gnal power iss proportionnal to the inp
put RF signall
power. We also check thatt the slop of the IM3 iss
larrger than that of the reeceived. As a result, thee
maaximum SNDR is almost 442 dB as a giv
ven input RF
F
power of 10 dB
Bm under the log-normal channel.
c
4. Concluding remarks
gate the FSO
O systems performancee
We investig
nsidering tw
wo kinds of the degrada
ation factors,,
con
ph
hase noise an
nd intermoddulation disto
ortion (IM3))
un
nder various turbulence
t
chhannel conditions. This iss
because phase
e noise is onne of the practical
p
and
d
decisive factorss in high-quaality services that requiree
gh SNR and
d IM3 termss are the most
m
severee
hig
com
mpared with
h the other inntermodulatio
on distortion
n
terrms because they are too close to the fundamentall
freequency com
mponent andd their powers increasee
fasster than the fundamentall as shown in
n Fig. 11. Forr
thee simulation, we use VPI ttransmission Maker Cablee
Access of VPI photonics. W
We employ the externall
odulation with
w
Mach-ZZehnder mo
odulator to
o
mo
inccrease the sy
ystem perform
mance as sho
own in Fig. 2
and 10. In orde
er to reflect tthe characteristics of thee
annel, we usee the probab
bility density
y
turrbulence cha
fun
nction with th
he log-normaal distributio
on. Moreover,,
VP
PI well support launch waiist, receiver aperture
a
and
d
pro
opagation len
ngth and scinntillation strength.
In the simullation for thee effect of the phase noise,,
thee simulator was
w set withh the wavelen
ngth of 1550
0
nm
m, the data ra
ate of 1 Gbps and the phottodetector off
PIN
N. For the simulation of tthe effect of the IM3, wee
sett the fundam
mental frequeency of 30 GH
Hz and 30.01
1
GH
Hz. From the
e simulation results, we observe thee
folllowing things.

Fig. 8: RF
F spectrum of the
t received siignal and IM3
compo
onents after paassing the photodetector

Fig. 9: Block
k diagram for the
t calculation
n of the receiveed
signal poweer and the SND
DR

Fig. 10 is about signal transformation processses
onsidering tw
wo tone sign
nals
in frequencyy domain co
with 30 GH
Hz and 30.01
1 GHz in a transmitter, an
optical specctrum after DD-MZM
D
and an RF spectrrum
dector in a receiver.
after photod
Fig. 11 rrepresents th
he compariso
on between the
numerical reesults and the simulation results in terrms
of the receiived signal power,
p
the IM3
I
power aand
SNDR. As illustrated in
i Fig. 11, we verify the
of the derived
d numerical analysis
a
throu
ugh
correction o
the well maatching between the resu
ult of simulattion
and these o
of analysis. Moreover, we
w confirm tthat
simulation also has a inflection
i
po
oint due to the
effect of thee IM3. Thus, SNDR decrreases after the

Fig. 10: (a) V
VPI model and
d signal transfo
ormation proceesses in freque
ency domain (b
b) two tone (300, 30.01 GHz) generation
g
in
transmitter, ((c) optical specctrum after MZ
ZM, (d) some p
part of (c), (e) RF
R spectrum affter photodeteector and (f) so
ome part of (e)
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Fig. 11: (a) The received signal power comparison between simulation results using VPI and numerical analysis results, (b)
IM3 power comparison between simulation results using VPI and numerical analysis results, and (c) SNDR comparison
between simulation results using VPI and numerical analysis results

First, the trend of the average BER of the four
responsivities is very similar to irrelevant to the two
kind of linewidth, 10 MHz and 624 MHz. The average
BER increases as the propagation length increase.
For example, the average BER with propagation
length of 1000 m is almost 24.14 dB better than that
with 1250 m.
Second, we compare the numerical analysis
results considering the effect of the phase with the
VPI simulation results. As a result, we confirm that
two results are well matched under turbulence
channels.
Third, we simulate the received signal power, the
IM3 power and the SNDR as a function of the
propagation length with three different the
scintillation
strength
( = 4 × 10 , 6 ×
8 × 10 ). As a results, we confirm that
10 ,
the the received signal power, the IM3 power and
= 4 × 10
is almost 4.6 dBm, 3.2
the SNDR with
= 8 × 10
at a
dBm and 4.4 dB better that with
given the propagation length of 1500 m, respectively.
Fourth, we simulate the received signal power
and the IM3 power as a function of the input RF
signal power with three different responsivities (0.4,

0.6 and 0.8). As a results, we confirm that the
received signal power and the IM3 power with the
responsivity of 0.8 is almost 2.7 dBm and 4.86 dBm
better that with the responsivity of 0.4 at a given the
input RF signal power of 10 dBm, respectively.
Sixth, we compare the numerical analysis results
considering the effect of the IM3 with the VPI
simulation results. As a result, we confirm that two
results are well matched under turbulence channels.
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